







An algorithm to compute Fl.
We will now describe a recursive algorithm computing Fl(t), i.e., the minimum u ≤ t having still the same type and context as t. The algorithm will in fact solve a more general problem we called the Stabilization problem. Suppose we have a term v ≤ t, a type A and a context G between those of v and those of t. The Stabilization problem consists in looking for the minimum term u ≤ t still performing the same tasks as v (hence ≥ v), but with type A and context G. If no u with the required type and context exists between v and t, we take the minimum u between v and t with type ≥ A and context ≥ G. Such an u always exists because the terms ≤ t form a complete lattice, and because the conditions "type ≥ A and context ≥ G" are satisfied by t itself and preserved by the inf operator.
Any algorithm solving the Stabilization problem may be used to compute Fl(t). We have only to choose G = the context of t, and v = unitU, A = the type of t. With such data, u is the minimum term ≤ t having the same type and context as t. Thus, from now on we will only be concerned with solving the Stabilization problem.
We will now introduce a recursive algorithm solving the Stabilization problem. We called it the Stabilization Algorithm.

The Stabilization Algorithm. Assume G |- t  A,  G '|- t'  A' and t' ≤ t. The algorithm takes in input a type and a context A", G"' between A', A, and G', G. It returns in output the minimum tout, Aout, Gout, between t', t, and A", A, and G"', G, such that Gout |- tout  Aout. 

The Stabilization algorithm is recursive over t. We describe it only informally, adding some justifications (but not a formal correctness proof) for the crucial computation steps. 
The first step is to check whether A" = A' and either G"' = G', or t' = unitU, 0N, SNÆN. In both cases, we have G"' |- t'  A", hence the term tout we are looking for is nothing but t'. We return tout = t', Aout = A", Gout = G"'. Otherwise, we know that t ≥ tout ≠ unitU, 0N, SNÆN, that is, that t and tout have to start with the same symbol ≠ unit, 0, S. The next step of our algorithm will depend on such a symbol.

(rec) Let t = recC. Suppose we have A = N,C, (N,CÆC)ÆC. Let C"1, C"2, C"3, C"4 be the subtypes of A" corresponding to the four occurrences of C in A (with C"i = U if the ith occurrence of C has no corresponding in A"). Then we put Cout = sup{C"i | i = 1,…,4}, and we return tout = recCout, and Aout = N,Cout, (N,CoutÆCout )ÆCout, and Gout = G"'. 

(var) Let t = xA. If A"' is the type of x in G"' (with A"' = U if x is not in G"'), then we return tout = xsup(A",A"'), Aout = sup(A",A"'), Gout = G"'-{xA"'}+{xsup(A",A"')}. 

(l) Let t = lxB.c  BÆC. Then either t' = lxB'.c'  B'ÆC' or t' = unitU, and A" = B"ÆC" (we cannot have A" = U, since this would imply t' = unitU, a case we already considered). We apply our recursive algorithm to c, c', and the type C" and the context G"', B", obtaining cout  Cout in a context Gout, Bout. Then we return tout = lxBout.cout,  Aout = BoutÆCout and Gout.

(appl) Let t = f(c)  A, with f  CÆA. This is the crucial case. We first observe that tout = fout(cout) for some fout, cout we have to compute. Put f' = the functional part of t' and c' = the argument part of t' (with  f' = c' = unitU in the case t' = unitU). Let C' = the type of c'. We are looking for the smallest 
Gout ≥ G"',     fout ≥ f',     Cout ≥ C',     Aout ≥ A",     cout ≥ c',
such that
Gout |- fout  CoutÆAout     and     Gout |- cout  Cout

In the points (a) … (e) below we will now define a recursive procedure computing Gout, fout, Cout, Aout , cout. The procedure takes as inputs the lower bounds G"', f', C', A", and c'  C'. 
(a) We first apply the Stabilization algorithm to f, f', the type C'ÆA" and the context G"'. We obtain the minimum
 fout1 ≥ f',     (Cout1ÆAout1) ≥ (C'ÆA"),     Gout1 ≥ G"'
such that Gout1 |- fout1   Cout1ÆAout1. 
Remark that, since by definition fout ≥ f', (CoutÆAout) ≥ (C'ÆA"), Gout ≥ G"' and Gout |- fout   CoutÆAout, by minimality of fout1, Cout1, Aout1, Gout1 we deduce
fout1 ≤ fout,     Cout1 ≤ Cout,     Aout1 ≤ Aout,     Gout1 ≤ Gout
(b) We apply now the Stabilization algorithm to c, c', the type Cout1 and the context Gout1. We obtain the minimum
 cout1 ≥ c',     Cout2 ≥ Cout1,     Gout2 ≥ Gout1
such that Gout2 |- cout1   Cout2. 
Remark that, since we also have cout ≥ c', Cout ≥ Cout1, Gout ≥ Gout1 and Gout |- cout  Cout, by minimality of cout1, Cout2, Gout2 we deduce
 cout1 ≤ cout,     Cout2 ≤ Cout,     Gout2 ≤ Gout
(c) We check whether Cout1 = Cout2 and Gout1 = Gout2, or not.
(d) In the affermative case, we have Gout1 |- fout1   Cout1ÆAout1 and Gout1 |- cout1   Cout1. We stop and we return
Gout =  Gout1 ,     fout =  fout 1,     Cout = Cout1,     Aout = Aout1,     cout = cout1.
(e) In the negative case (if either Cout1 < Cout2 or Gout1 < Gout2), we choose as new lower bounds for Gout, fout, Cout, Aout , cout the values
G"' = Gout2,     f' = fout1,     C' = Cout2,     A" = Aout1,     c' = cout1   Cout2.
Then we continue our search for Gout, fout, Cout, Aout , cout from point (a).

At each cycle, either both C' and G"' increase, or C' increases and G"' stays the same, or the converse.Since there are only finitely many types ≤ C and finitely many contexts ≤ G, the procedure eventually stops.

(pair) Let t = <b,c>  B ¥ C. This case is very similar to the previous one. We first observe that tout = <bout, cout>, for some bout, cout we have to compute. Put b' = the left-hand side of t' and c' = the right-hand side of t' (with  b' = c' = unitU in the case t' = unitU). Let B' = the type of b', and C' = the type of c'. We are looking for the smallest
Gout ≥ G"',     bout ≥ f',     Bout ≥ B",     cout ≥ c',     Cout ≥ C",
such that
Gout |- bout  Bout     and     Gout |- cout  Cout

In the points (a) … (e) below we will now define a recursive procedure computing Gout, bout, Bout, cout, Cout. The procedure takes as inputs the lower bounds G"', b', B", c', C". 
(a) We first apply the Stabilization algorithm to b, b', the type B" and the context G"'. We obtain the minimum
 bout1 ≥ b',     Bout1 ≥ B",     Gout1 ≥ G"'
such that Gout1 |- bout1   Bout1. 
Remark that, since by definition bout ≥ b', Bout ≥ B", Gout ≥ G"' and Gout |- bout   Bout, by minimality of bout1, Bout1, Gout1 we deduce
bout1 ≤ bout,     Bout1 ≤ Bout,     Gout1 ≤ Gout
(b) We apply now the Stabilization algorithm to c, c', the type C" and the context Gout1. We obtain the minimum
 cout1 ≥ c',     Cout1 ≥ C",     Gout2 ≥ Gout1
such that Gout2 |- cout1   Cout1. 
Remark that, since we also have cout ≥ c', Cout ≥ C", Gout ≥ Gout1 and Gout |- cout  Cout, by minimality of cout1, Cout1, Gout2 we deduce
 cout1 ≤ cout,     Cout1 ≤ Cout,     Gout2 ≤ Gout
(c) We check whether Gout1 = Gout2, or not.
(d) In the affermative case, we have Gout1 |- bout1   Bout1 and Gout1 |- cout1   Cout1. We stop and we return
Gout =  Gout1 ,     bout =  bout 1,     Bout = Bout1,     cout = cout1,     Cout = Cout1.
(e) In the negative case (if Gout1 < Gout2), we choose as new lower bounds for Gout, bout, Bout, cout , Cout the values
G"' = Gout2,     b' = bout1,     B" = Bout1,     c' = cout1,     C" =  Cout1.
Then we continue our search for for Gout, bout, Bout, cout , Cout from point (a).

At each cycle, G"' increases.Since there are only finitely many contexts ≤ G, the procedure eventually stops.

(pi) Let t = pi(u)  A, with u  A1 ¥ A2 and A = Ai. Then either t' = pi(u')  A1' ¥ A2' or t' = unitU. We apply the Stabilization algorithm to u, u', the type A" ¥ U (if i = 1) or U ¥ A" (if i = 2) and the context G"'. Suppose we obtain uout  A1out ¥ A2out in the context Gout. Then we return tout = pi(uout),  Aout = Aiout and Gout.
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